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The near-infrared microscope (NIRM) is an instrument that has demonstrated its great ability to detect contaminants not
by analyzing a single spectrum but rather by analyzing hundreds or thousands of spectra from individual particles, while at
the same time being a non-destructive and easy-to-use technique. It has been used for the detection of meat-and-bone meal
(MBM) in compound feeds within the context of the European bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE; commonly known
as “mad cow disease”) crisis. This study describes, for the first time, an application of NIRM instrument standardization using
a measurement cell in an inter-laboratory study conducted within the framework of a qualitative determination of animal
proteins in compound feeds, based on spectra obtained with eight instruments. The standardization cell was assessed for its
ability to produce good optical matching of the instruments and/or to evaluate instrument performance.
Keywords. Microscopy, infrared radiation, standardizing, quality control, animal proteins, methodology.
Standardisation de spectres de microscopie proche infrarouge obtenus à partir des études inter-laboratoires et en
utilisant une cellule de standardisation. Le microscope proche infrarouge (NIRM) est un instrument complet qui a démontré
sa grande capacité à détecter les contaminants non pas par l’analyse d’un simple spectre, mais par l’analyse de centaines ou de
milliers de spectres à partir de particules individuelles, tout en étant en même temps une technique non destructrice et facile
à utiliser. Il a été utilisé pour la détection de viande et farine d’os (MBM) dans les aliments composés pour animaux dans le
contexte de la crise européenne de l’encéphalopathie spongiforme bovine (BSE ; plus communément appelée « maladie de la
vache folle »). Cette étude décrit, pour la première fois, une application de standardisation d’instruments NIRM utilisant une
cellule de standardisation dans une étude interlaboratoire menée dans le cadre de la détermination qualitative des protéines
animales dans les aliments composés pour animaux basés sur des spectres obtenus via huit instruments différents. La cellule
de standardisation a été choisie pour sa capacité à produire une bonne adaptation optique des instruments et/ou à évaluer la
performance d’un certain instrument.
Mots-clés. Microscopie, rayonnement infrarouge, standardisation, contrôle qualité, protéines animales, méthodologie.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy has become one
of the most important techniques used in the food
and feed industry and the pharmaceutical industry,
among other sectors, because of its many practical
advantages (Bouveresse et al., 1998). A serious
limitation, however, is that quite often two instruments
do not produce the same results. These discrepancies
can be caused by sampling errors, instability of
the chemometric methods and differences between
the instruments even if they are the same brand and
model. In order to reduce these discrepancies and
therefore meet the need to be able to use available
information by transferring spectral datasets from one
instrument to another (Dardenne, 2002), instrument
standardization is necessary. The term “instrument
standardization” relates to the set of mathematical and
statistical methods used to transfer spectra obtained
from a secondary (also called “slave”) instrument to
a primary (also called “master”) instrument. Dardenne
(2002) has shown the importance of instrument
standardization where instrument responses are
matched within a group or network. A global
calibration for all the instruments was constructed to
reduce inter-instrument differences. There is abundant
scientific evidence supporting the possibility of cloning
NIR instruments based on using the full wavelength
range, as well as limited wavelength filter instruments
(Shenk, 1991; Bouveresse et al., 1994; Shenk et al.,
1995; Greensill et al., 2001; Park et al., 2001; Yoon
et al., 2002; Fan et al., 2008). Various approaches have
been developed for performing accurate calibration
transfer (Bouveresse et al., 1996a; Fearn, 2001;
Brown, 2009). These methods include the use of
techniques for adjusting spectra from one instrument
to make them match those from other instruments,
techniques for adjusting calibrations to account for
instrument differences, and the development of robust
calibrations. Instrument standardization can also be
achieved through spectral matching and the inclusion
of spectra from different instruments in the calibration
database. One of the most common techniques for
instrument standardization is the piecewise direct
standardization (PDS) technique (Wang et al., 1992).
Seen as a direct transfer technique with a good
performance, PDS is based on the hypothesis that the
spectral information provided at a certain wavelength
on the primary instrument is contained in a small
spectral region within a few neighbouring wavelengths
on the secondary instrument (Alamar et al., 2005). This
technique has been successfully applied mainly among
NIR instruments (Wang et al., 1993; Bouveresse
et al., 1996b; Whelburg et al., 2002; Lei et al., 2010)
and more recently among dispersive instruments and
handheld spectrometers (Fernández Pierna et al.,
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2010). Most papers referenced here on the transfer
problem focus on regression models. Analogous to the
situation found in calibration, a discrimination model
constructed from spectra measured on one instrument
is often not valid for predicting spectra measured on
a secondary instrument, although only a few studies
have been done on this topic (Blackburn et al., 2002;
Myles et al., 2006).
There is a lack of information about near-infrared
microscope (NIRM) instrument matching. NIRM has
proved to be a powerful tool for detecting banned
meat-and-bone meal (MBM) in compound feeds
within the context of the European bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE; commonly known as “mad cow
disease”) crisis (Stratfeed, 2001). An NIRM instrument
enables MBM to be detected not by analysis of a single
spectrum but rather by analyzing hundreds or thousands
of spectra from individual particles. The instrument is
a hyphenated technique whereby an NIR spectrometer
is coupled with an optical microscope. It requires a low
level of expertise and is a non-destructive method with
an MBM detection limit lower than 0.1%. It also has
a low level of false negatives, high repeatability and
independence in terms of the feed matrix used.
Under the Sixth Framework Programme (FP6) of the
European SAFEED-PAP project, a validation study of
the NIRM method for detecting the presence of animal
tissue in feed was conducted. Its primary aim was to
establish the performance characteristics of a previously
proposed NIRM method (Baeten et al., 2005; Fumière
et al., 2009) when used for detecting animal products
in feedstuffs that had undergone sedimentation, or not,
as applied within the European official control method.
The method delivers qualitative results in terms of the
presence or absence of animal particles in feed. The
NIRM method differentiates animal from vegetable
ingredients by evaluating NIR spectra obtained from
individual particles in the sample and it is supported
by appropriate decision rules for absorbance at specific
wavelengths. Until recently, only one study had shown
that the method and the related decision rules could
be successfully transferred from one laboratory to two
other independent laboratories that were not involved in
the calibration process of the method (von Holst et al.,
2008). This study showed very good agreement among
the three laboratories, demonstrating the robustness
of the method. This robustness is an important
performance characteristic, especially when the
method is used as an additional tool within the official
control framework. The validation study results have
been presented in another paper (Boix et al., 2012);
here, we focus on the standardization efforts, which
were crucial to the success of the validation study.
This paper describes an application of NIRM
instrument standardization using a proposed
measurement cell prepared for future qualitative
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determination (or discrimination) of animal proteins
in compound feeds. Eight laboratories were involved
in this work, each with its own NIRM instrument (all
from the same manufacturer, except for one). The first
aim was to prove that all the instruments worked in
the same way so that they could be used in a future
validation study. The standardization cell used had
been developed by the Walloon Agricultural Research
Centre under the European Union (EU) Stratfeed project
(Baeten et al., 2001; Stratfeed, 2001) and consists of a
set of sealed and well-known feed materials used as
a reference (i.e., pig meal, sheep meal, feather meal,
soya meal, chicken meal, corn, fish meal, blood from
pig and bovine meal; the last-mentioned material has
been permanently banned in the EU). In addition, two
holes were filled, one with polystyrene and the other
with teflon. The standardization cell is similar to the
standardization cells proposed by Shenk et al. (2008) to
standardize classical NIR spectrometers. A sealed cell
is recommended to prevent small moisture changes in
the samples and changes in the surface.
As a first step, all the laboratories were trained
to scan the standardization cell using a detailed and
well-defined protocol. The standardization cell was
then analyzed by the laboratories and evaluated for
its ability to produce good optical matching of the
instruments and/or to evaluate instrument performance
using PDS as the transfer method. Although the
transfer of a discrimination model from one instrument
to another was not the primary objective of the study,
a model was constructed based on spectra from the
primary instrument and was applied to the corrected
spectra from the secondary instruments to check the
performance of the standardization process.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. NIRM
All the instruments used in this study consisted of an
NIR spectrometer coupled with an optical microscope
in which the lenses were adapted to NIR radiation.
NIRM instruments allow spectra to be collected
from extremely small sample areas (typically,
50 µm × 50 µm or less, depending on the instrument
and the configuration). Most instruments included
a camera and a viewing system that magnified the
visible light image of the sample, allowing the user
to visualize it and to position an infrared beam on the
sample area of interest using a motorized stage. Using
the microscope pointer, the infrared beam was focused
on each point of interest and the NIR spectrum was
collected (Baeten et al., 2002).
Of the eight NIRM instruments used in the
collaborative study, seven were auto image microscopes

connected to a Fourier transform NIR spectrometer
from PerkinElmer, but working with different spectral
ranges. The eighth instrument was a Hyperion 2000
from Bruker with a tungsten source, CaF2 beamsplitter
and InGaS detector.
Each of the eight instruments worked in a
different way. The spectra were collected from the
instruments across the ranges given in table 1, which
are the original ranges for each instrument. Instrument
numbers 2, 6 and 8 recorded spectra on the abscissa
scaled in units of wavenumbers where: wavenumber (in
cm-1) = 10,000,000 / wavelength (in nm). All the other
instruments recorded spectra scaled in nanometers. A
fixed step size in nanometers on conversion to cm-1 is
not evenly spaced, leading to some uncertainty and
imperfections in simple linear interpolation. The table
shows that most of the instruments worked near the
spectral region of 1,100-2,500 nm, between the visible
and infrared regions, normally considered to encompass
the NIR spectral region. This region is composed
primarily of combination and overtone bands, mainly
for the NH, CH and OH chemical groups.
2.2. Standardization cell
In order to match the instruments, a standardization
cell was designed with different kinds of feed materials
(Figure 1).
This sealed standardization cell consisted of a set
of well-known animal protein materials placed in holes
made in the cell surface. The materials were of various
animal origins (fish meal, poultry meat-and-bone meal
Table 1. Wavelength range scanned by the different
instruments included in the study — Gammes de longueur
d’ondes scannées par différents instruments inclus dans
l’étude.
Instrument

Scan start

Scan end

Step

Instr 2

7,696 cm-1

4,000 cm-1

8 cm-1

Instr 1 (master)
Instr 3
Instr 4
Instr 5
Instr 6
Instr 7
Instr 8

1,112 nm

1,306 nm
1,160 nm
1,112 nm
7,776 cm

-1

1,000 nm
7,774 cm

-1

2,500 nm
2,500 nm
2,500 nm
2,500 nm
4,000 cm

-1

5,563 nm
4,000 cm

-1

4 nm
2 nm
4 nm
4 nm

2 cm-1
1 nm

2 cm-1

Instrument numbers 2, 6 and 8 recorded spectra on the abscissa
scaled in units of wavenumbers where: wavenumber (in cm-1) =
10,000,000 / wavelength (in nm). All other instruments recorded
spectra scaled in nanometers — Les instruments 2, 6 et 8
collectent des spectres en unités de nombre d’ondes où : nombre
d’ondes (en cm-1) = 10 000 000 / longueur d’onde (en nm). Tous
les autres instruments collectent en nanomètres.
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Figure 1. Standardization cell for NIR microscope — Cellule
de standardisation pour le microscope NIR.
1: polystyrene — polystyrène; 2: teflon — téflon; 3: pig
meal — farine de porc; 4: sheep meal — farine de mouton; 5:
feather meal — farine de plumes; 6: soya meal — farine de
soja; 7: chicken meal — farine de poulet; 8: corn — maïs; 9:
fish meal — farine de poisson; 10: blank — blanc; 11: bovine
meal — farine de bovin; 12: pig’s blood — sang de porc.

[MBM], pork MBM, cattle MBM and sheep MBM)
and included examples of various kinds of animal
by-product particles (i.e., muscle, feathers or blood), as
well as plant materials (soya and corn), as described in
the literature (Baeten et al., 2004). The two holes, filled
with polystyrene and Teflon, were used as reference
surfaces.
2.3. Methodology
A detailed analytical procedure was established in order
to ensure that all the study participants worked in similar
conditions. The procedure specified the parameters
to be fixed in the instrument and the experimental
conditions required for dealing with the standardization
cell. The procedure was designed to be applicable
to the detection of animal material in feed in entire
samples (not sedimented), as well as in the sediment
fraction obtained when applying the official European
classical microscopic method (van Raamsdonk et al.,
2007). In both cases, ingredients of animal origin
were detected based on typical NIR spectral features.
Animal material was detected by the NIR analysis of
individual particles. Using a microscope, an NIR light
was focused onto the surface of a particle and the
NIR-reflected light from each individual particle in
the sample was collected. Each particle selected was
scanned 10 times and the NIR spectra collected were
then averaged. In this way, for each material, 10 good
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quality spectra were acquired by each participant over
2 consecutive days (i.e., a total of 20 spectra for each
material available).
The analytical procedure included a background
acquisition. This was done by placing a blank
Spectralon™ disk on the sample holder of the
microscope. The disk was then placed under the
beam and the illumination set at 50% in order to
provide a good visual image and zero reference. The
measurement was taken in the reflectance mode as log
1/R (where log 1/R = log I0-log Ir) and the spectra were
taken using the point-by-point mode. The aperture size
was set at 50 µm x 50 µm; the scan range, as defined
in the protocol, was 4,000-7,800 cm-1 with a resolution
of 8 cm-1, although, as presented in table 1, some
laboratories applied different scanning conditions. One
hundred scans of the Spectralon™ background were
made and then averaged.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study involved carrying out a simple instrumentmatching procedure in order to obtain almost identical
spectra from all the instruments participating in the
collaborative study. The proposed standardization
cell was a key part of instrument standardization and
was used to ensure good instrument matching and
good library and calibration transfer under the most
difficult circumstances. All the samples included in
the standardization cell were measured by the eight
instruments as described in the previous section and
using the instrument specifications given in table 1.
As the table shows, and because the samples were
measured in different spectrometers, the wavelength
values across the spectrum differed. The first step,
therefore, was to restrict the wavelength range to
1,100-2,500 nm, which was the range of the primary
instrument. The same procedure was applied to all the
materials included in the standardization cell. Figure 2
gives the results for the chicken meal, showing the
mean spectrum obtained from each instrument for the
chicken meal sample included in the standardization
cell (the line in bold represents the mean spectrum for
the primary instrument).
Apart from the baseline scattering offset, in
general there was very good agreement between the
instruments over their respective NIR spectral ranges.
One of the instruments presented an absorbance
intensity that differed from the rest, whereas another
instrument presented an important spike artefact around
1,250 nm. The second step, therefore, was to reduce
the wavelength range in order to solve this problem.
The third step consisted of an interpolation in the
1,500-2,500 nm range, with 2 nm spacing (Figure 3).
This was done by a simple linear interpolation.
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After the interpolation had been performed, the
PDS method was applied among the spectra from
the primary instrument and the mean spectrum of
all the other secondary instruments. This technique
involved local multivariate models and was based on
the hypothesis that the spectral information given at a
certain wavelength on each spectrometer was contained
in a small spectral region within a few neighboring
wavelengths on the primary instrument. The PDS
method was used to transfer the NIRM spectra from the
instruments on which they were collected (secondary
instruments) to the primary instrument. Figure 4
shows the mean spectrum of the chicken meal for all
the instruments after the application of PDS.
Figure 4. Mean spectra obtained from each instrument for
the chicken meal sample included in the standardization cell
after interpolation and the application of PDS — Spectres
moyens obtenus pour chaque instrument pour l’échantillon
de farine de poulet inclus dans la cellule de standardisation
après interpolation et application de la PDS.
The line in bold represents the mean spectrum for the primary
instrument — La ligne en gras représente le spectre moyen de
l’instrument principal.

Figure 3. Mean spectra obtained from each instrument for
the chicken meal sample included in the standardization cell
after interpolation in the 1,500-2,500 nm range, with 2 nm
spacing — Spectres moyens obtenus pour chaque instrument
pour l’échantillon de farine de poulet inclus dans la cellule
de standardisation après interpolation dans le domaine
1500-2500 nm, avec 2-nm d’espace.
The line in bold represents the mean spectrum for the primary
instrument — La ligne en gras représente le spectre moyen de
l’instrument principal.

0.50
0.45

master instrument
other instrument

0.40
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The line in bold represents the mean spectrum for the primary
instrument — La ligne en gras représente le spectre moyen de
l’instrument principal.
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Figure 2. Mean spectra obtained for each instrument for
the chicken meal sample included in the standardization
cell — Spectres moyens obtenus pour chaque instrument
pour l’échantillon de farine de poulet inclus dans la cellule
de standardisation.
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The subsequent application of PDS seemed to
eradicate the inadequacies observed on the ordinate
log1/R axis seen in raw NIRM spectra (Figure 3) by
repairing the scatter offset, adjusting any wavelength
interpolation errors, sample placement geometry and
the solid angle subtended by the source and/or detectors,
and so on. Thus, PDS appeared to be a “catch-all” for
curing numerous preparation, presentation, optical
and instrumental defects that conspire to spoil and
confound the interpretation of spectra.
Figure 5 shows the reconstruction error (or mean
square error) before and after the PDS method was
applied. The continuous line corresponds to the
reconstruction error between the mean spectra of
chicken meal measured with the primary instrument
and with the rest of the instruments after interpolation
but before standardization; the dotted line shows the
results after standardization.
As the figure shows, the transfer method used
allowed the reconstruction error for the data sets to
be reduced, indicating that the proposed methodology
worked well.
Another way of illustrating standardization
performance is to construct a model based on spectra
from the primary instrument and apply it to the
corrected spectra from the secondary instruments.
For this exercise, data exclusively from this study
were used. Initially, a simple Partial Least Squares
Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA) model between fish
0.20

and corn was constructed using spectra from only the
primary instrument (Figure 6a). This PLS-DA model
was then applied to the fish and corn spectra from the
seven secondary instruments together, before and after
standardization with PDS (Figures 6b and 6c). Before
standardization, the spectra of corn and fish meal
were expected to be so different that visual inspection
alone would easily discriminate between the two. The
PLS-DA model, however, developed from the primary
master instrument spectra alone, shown in figure 6a,
demonstrated quite considerable scatter before
applying PDS, even when discrimination was possible,
except for one instrument. Figure 6b shows the same
or even worse scatter before PDS among the seven
secondary instruments. After standardization, as shown
in figure 6c, there was excellent discrimination among
the seven secondary instruments and the variability for
each group was greatly reduced.
Figure 7 shows a scatter score plot before and after
standardization of the mean spectra of corn, fish, pig
and soya samples from all instruments, demonstrating
decreased variability for each product.
These results indicate that PDS standardization
tends to standardize the spectra rather than the
instruments per se, which was confirmed by the results
shown in figure 4.
The performance of the standardization was also
tested by using the proposed decision rules based on
the visual observation of the spectra described by
0.6

Before standardization
After PDS

Before std
After std

0.4

0.16
0.0

0.14
0.12

0
PC 2

Reconstruction error

0.18
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Figure 5. Reconstruction error between the mean spectra
of chicken meal measured with the primary instrument
and with the other instruments before (continuous line)
and after (dotted line) PDS standardization — Erreur
de reconstruction entre le spectre moyen de la farine de
poulet mesuré avec l’instrument principal et avec les autres
instruments avant (ligne continue) et après (ligne pointillée)
la standardisation PDS.
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Figure 7. Scatter score plot before and after standardization
of the mean spectra of corn, fish, pig and soya samples from
all the instruments — Graphique des scores avant et après
la standardisation des spectres moyens des échantillons de
maïs, poisson, porc et soja de tous les instruments.
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von Holst et al. (2008) to assess the animal origin of
the samples. The results obtained by applying these
rules are the basis of the validation study presented
by Boix et al. (2012). This test proved that the process
of standardizing the samples removed confounding
differences from the spectra and made it easier to apply
these rules, which are still valid.
4. CONCLUSION
The specific objective of this paper was to demonstrate
that, using simple mathematical procedures, spectral
libraries that were almost identical could be obtained
from different instruments. These libraries consisted of

Figure 6a. PLS-DA model between fish and corn constructed
using spectra from the primary instrument — modèle de
discrimination PLS-DA entre le poisson et le maïs basé
sur les spectres de l’instrument principal; 6b. application
of the PLS-DA model to spectra from all the secondary
instruments before standardization — application du modèle
PLS-DA sur les spectres de tous les appareils secondaires
avant standardisation; 6c. application of the PLS-DA
model to spectra from all the secondary instruments
after standardization — application du modèle PLS-DA
sur les spectres de tous les appareils secondaires après
standardisation.

the same samples drawn from the same standardization
cell using a well-defined protocol. Interpolation to
match the eight wavelength intervals was effective.
Applying PDS after interpolation showed that it is
possible to transfer the spectra from different NIRM
instruments, even with instruments of different
configurations or types, to the primary instrument. This
was demonstrated by looking at the standard deviation
of the spectra across all wavelengths for each of the
materials included in the standardization cell, by the
reconstruction error before and after correction by
PDS and by the use of a PLS discrimination model.
The study also showed that the previously proposed
decision rules based on visual observation of the
spectra were still valid.
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The study demonstrated that the proposed protocol
for analyzing animal proteins in feed using NIRM
can be used in different laboratories, independent of
location, device, analyst or software used to acquire
spectra. It also showed that a calibration model based
on a unique and larger dataset could be developed.
The performance characteristics of the proposed
methodology have been determined and validated
using routine and blind samples via a collaborative
study and published elsewhere (Boix et al., 2012).
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